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This book has been created to provide awareness of the biggest threat for our society 
that is happening right now: climate change. Earth and all of humanity are facing 
detrimental effects and societal collapse due to climate change because of the way 
developed economies and societies are constructed. International corporations and 
world governments constructed the current economy to run on exploiting natural 
resources and abusing fossil fuels as a way for them to gain prosperity.  The economy 
is also set up, so world citizens also contribute to unsustainable and unethical 
practices by participating in society. We are intentionally misled to view the world 
in a specific way to continue these unsustainable and unethical practices.  

This book serves as a guide for individuals to break misconceptions of the world 
and to form alternative perspectives to heal the planet. There is also advice on how 
to reduce waste and to consume more sustainably while still participating in society. 
This book encourages individuals to change daily habits and interactions with the 
world. When one person changes, more people will change. The more people change, 
the better chance we have to save society and Earth

Preface
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We are living in a world that is dying. Our Earth is crying out to us in the form of 
mega-hurricanes that submerge our coastlines and coast-wide fires that burn our 
forests and communities. Our Earth is showing us her scars in the form of massive 
amount of plastics that seep into our oceans and bodies, and the polluted air that 
chokes our lungs. We call our Earth home, yet we don’t treat her like our home. 
We don’t clean up our messes, we fight over and use up our resources, and we don’t 
contribute to keeping it in shape. I would love to take care of my home and keep it 
livable, do you?

The Current Situation
Levels of carbon dioxide have reached 415 ppm (parts per million) which is the 
highest in millions of years. (Rolling Stone) The current levels of carbon dioxide, a 
greenhouse gas which traps heat energy in the Earth’s atmosphere, has warmed the 
average global temperature to 1 degree, changing the average temperature to 58.64 
degrees Fahrenheit, which is the warmest temperature in tens of thousands of years. 
(American Institute of Physics) This 1 degree change have dramatically alter the 
composition of the earth, with being more frequent and stronger hurricanes, more 
frequent wildfires, rising sea levels due to melting glaciers, and more than a million 
plants and animals at risk for extinction. (Rolling Stone) 

This situation is much more complex than changing a few habits to be more 
sustainable. The wide-spread polluting of our Earth is a cultural and political issue. 
Climate change is tied to the much larger overlapping issues of colonialism, 
capitalism, and industrialization. 

Introduction
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From the late 15th century onward, Western European countries began to establish 
themselves in other parts of the world, such as the Americas, Africa, India, among 
others, in order to economically benefit from indigenous people and their land. 
Colonialism led European countries to become more powerful and wealthy, and have 
improved living conditions for the general population in Europe and European settlers. 
However, colonialism led to colonized lands and indigenous sovereignty to weaken, 
as their land, natural resources, and people were taken from them and/or killed. 

During the Industrial Revolution, Europe and colonial America had the means to 
technologically advance and modernize because they acquired land, people, and 
resources from colonizing other places. The West gained more and more economic 

power by commodifying and capitalizing off of people and natural resources. Indus-
trialization in the West improved living conditions and mortality in the West at the 
expense of deteriorating living conditions outside Western countries and polluting 
the environment as a whole. 

Jump forward to today, we can clearly see the effects of colonialism, capitalism, and 
industrialization, and how it leads to climate change. 13 out of 20 biggest economies 
in the world are located in the West, which includes the United States, Germany, 
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Brazil, Canada, Spain, Australia, Mexico, Netherlands, 
and Switzerland.  (Investopedia) 10 out of 20 of the biggest economies within the 
West, including the United States, the entire European Union, Canada, Mexico, 
Brazil, and Australia, are also the countries that produce the most greenhouse gas 
emissions. (World Population Review) 10 out of 20 companies that are the biggest 
polluters are also from Western countries. (The Guardian) The 20 companies that are 
the biggest polluters make up more than one-third of greenhouse emissions. (The 
Guardian) The 20 biggest polluters are Saudi Aramco, Chevron, Gazprom, Exxon-
Mobil, National Iranian Oil, BP, Royal Dutch Shell, Coal India, Pemex, Petroleos 
de Venezuela, PetroChina, Peabody Energy, Conoco Phillips, Abu Dhabi National 
Oil Company, Kuwait Petroleum Corporation, Iraq National Oil Company, Total 
SA, Sonatrach, BHP Billiton, and Petrobras. Overall, all of these companies produced 
48 billion tons of carbon dioxide since 1965. (The Guardian). 

Even though Western countries set the standard of how the global economy works, 
there are non-Western countries that contribute heavily to climate change. China is 
the world’s top polluter. India is the third top polluter, after the United States. The 
reason why these countries are top polluters is that they have developed relatively 
quickly over the last 30 years. Because they followed the Western standard of 
development, they also contributed to an immense amount of pollution.
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The Cultural Norm  
of Pollution

When I woke up one morning, a faint retched smell was in the air. No matter how 
retched this smell was, it’s unfortunately prevalent and expected. When I opened 
my front door, the retched smell burned in my nostrils. The smell coursed through 
my lungs even though I was wearing a mask. I try to hold my breath as long as possible 
because I know the smell is unhealthy to breath in, however, the biological need to 
breath in takes control and I take a deep breath of toxic air. 

I find it astonishing the people of York County have been breathing this same 
toxic air since 1864, when the Glatfelter Paper Company was established and began 
polluting the area. Glatfelter’s paper mill, which is now own by Pixelle Specialty 
Solutions, is located in Spring Grove in York County, Pennsylvania. It’s hard not 
to find Spring Grove as the smell gets more and more pungent as you get closer. 
When I visited Spring Grove, clouds of smoke bellowed out of the vents of the 
factory, leaving an earie smoke trail in the sky.  

Air pollution has a negative impact on the ecosystem. When contaminants are 
released into the atmosphere, they eventually fall back onto Earth due to gravity. 
(National Geographic) When air pollution falls back onto Earth, it directly con-
taminates everything that it lands on. When exposed to air pollution, water quality 
in bodies of water degrades which destroys sea creature’s habitats and makes water 
undrinkable, and soil composition changes which damages crops and other plants. 

Animals exposed to air pollution can experience lower reproductive rates, birth 

defects, and a variety of diseases. (National Geographic)  
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Air pollution also effects the health of humans in several ways. For humans, short 
term effects and acute exposure to air pollution leads to illnesses such as pneumonia 
and bronchitis. (National Geographic) Air pollution also causes irritation to the 
nose, throat, eyes, and skin. Headaches, dizziness, and nausea can also happen when 
acutely exposed to air pollution. (National Geographic) Long term exposure to air 
pollution shortens lifespans. People exposed to air pollution have a greater chance 
of developing heart disease, lung cancer, and respiratory diseases such as emphysema. 
(National Geographic) Exposure to air pollution also can cause damage to people’s 
nerves, brain, kidneys, liver, and other organs. Air pollution can also cause birth 
defects when people who are pregnant are exposed. (National Geographic.) Overall, 
about 7 million people die from air pollution worldwide. (Politico) 

Aside from industrial factories, other sources of air pollution come from power 
plants, landfills, incinerators, cutting down trees, oil refineries, large-scale agricultural 
farms, large-scale livestock farms, large-scale dairy farms, automobiles such as cars, 
buses, trucks, trains, and planes. Air pollution also comes from natural sources such 
as dust carried by wind, wildfires, and volcanoes. (National Park Service)

Air pollution is a type of pollution. Other types of pollution include water pollution 
and land pollution. These three major types of pollution interconnect. Pollution 
found in the air can directly contaminate water or land. Pollution found on land 
can end up in water or be released into the air. Pollution found in the water can be 
washed ashore on land or can be evaporated into the air. (National Geographic) 

All types of pollution from industrial activities directly alters the climate. Carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases such as methane and nitrous oxide, are all released 
from industrial processes and directly warm the Earth. Large-scale agricultural 
operations spray polluting fertilizers onto soil in order to maximize crop value, which 
are washed away by rain into water. This contributes to harmful algal blooms which 
sucks out all the oxygen in the water, which kills all the organisms in the water. 
This results into a “dead zone” where there is no life present in the water. (National 
Geographic) It is also common for large-scale agricultural operations to spray chemical 
pesticides on plants to prevent insects from eating crops. The crops that are sprayed 
with pesticides absorb it. People that eat these crops also absorb the toxic pesticides 
found in crops. Pesticides can also seep into water through the ground or erosion. 
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Sea creatures absorb the chemical pesticides in the water. When the sea creatures 
are fished for seafood, humans can absorb the toxins if they eat sea creatures that 
swam in polluted waters.

As the climate warms, pollution from natural sources becomes worse. The air in 
dry climates becomes drier and warmer, which contributes to more wildfires. We 
are already seeing the effects of this in the West Coast of the United States, which 
experienced the worst wildfire season in at least 70 years (Science Magazine) The 
wildfires were so widespread that it spanned from California to British Colombia 

in Canada.  

Litter
If you walk out of your door and take a look around you, it is likely that you see trash 
on the ground. Litter, such as plastic packaging, wrappers, and other forms of waste, 
are the most visible forms of pollution. It is hard not to miss, and it is everywhere. Litter 
is so prevalent in our world, there is even a floating pile of garbage in the middle 
of the Pacific Ocean called the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, which is the size of 
Texas. For those who are not properly educated in sustainability, it may not be 
obvious how damaging litter is to the environment other than ruining a beautiful 
landscape. Litter can affect the whole ecosystem. When on the ground, litter can 
make it more difficult for plants to create nutrients. (National Geographic) Litter 
can also be mistaken by animals on land and on water as food, which can cause them 
to choke and/or be poisoned. When litter is buried into the ground, contaminants 
found in litter can become absorbed into plants that are growing. Herbivores who 
eat those plants can absorb the pollutants and become contaminated. Carnivores 
who eat the herbivores can also become contaminated. The process of where 
a chemical builds up in each section of the food web is called bioaccumulation. 
(National Geographic) 

The reason why litter is a widespread issue is a result of our current economic system 
and culture of consumption. The way the global economy is constructed is through 
a linear economic system: raw materials are acquired, produced into products, and 
then discarded into waste after its use. Western values of simplification and ease of 
simplicity and logic coupled with capitalistic values of maximizing value and profit 
lead to corporations to produce as much products as possible using the cheapest 
materials and labor for production as possible, and sway people into consuming as 
much as those products as possible. The factors lead to the over proliferation of single 

use products made with toxic materials that litter the and poisons the Earth today. 

Living in a Plastic World
Plastic is a manufacturer’s dream come true: the material is extremely durable, useful 
in a lot of different ways, very malleable, and incredibly cheap to produce. Plastic is 
used in almost everything: packaging, bottles, jars, cooking utensils, eating utensils, 
dishes, clothes, jewelry, medical equipment, sports and leisure equipment, electronics, 
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cars, storage containers, among many more things we use in our everyday lives. Plastic 
also does not decompose easily, if not at all, which contributes to the global mass 
accumulation of waste.

Plastic has seeped into every habitat and ecosystem in the world: from the oceans like 
in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch to the stomachs of animals who mistake plastics for 
food. In fact, it is most likely than not that plastic is in every human body. (Politico) 
In 2018, two Australian scientists studied stool samples from people in different 
parts of the world. In every sample collected and studied contained microplastics, 
plastics that broken into pieces so small that they are microscopic. (Politico) The 
effects of plastic on the human body is not well studies yet, however, there has 
been extensive research on the effects of plastics in animals. In a study among sea 
birds and marine animals, it was discovered that these animals can ingest so many 
microplastics that they are at risk of over accumulating it in their digestive systems, 
which blocks the ability to digest food. (Politico) Another study found that fish 
that ingest plastic can cause inflammation and damage to their organs if plastics 
poke and rub up against their organs.  There were also other studies that found that 
microplastics contribute to early mortality in whales and microplastics were found 
to reduce neural activity in tilapia fish’s brains. (Politico) Even though plastic is extremely 
terrible for the environment, plastic production is expected to triple by 2050. (NPR)

The Truth About Recycling
What about recycling? Won’t recycling be a solution to our plastic problem? Not 
at all. Most people believe that recycling will reduce waste and is sustainable. In 
fact, most single-use plastic packaging features the all too famous recycling symbol, 
and some packaging even says to recycle it after use. Most of us think all we have to 
do is put stuff that says it’s recyclable into a bin and it will be recycled, and we don’t 
even think about what happens afterwards. What people do not know is that the 
process of recycling is bigger than that. Many people don’t know that recycling is a 

huge industry that is run by private corporations. These corporations never really did 
much actual recycling and has been sending used plastic to China for processing, 
until 2018. (NPR) China made the decision to stop receiving the Western world’s 
plastic waste because much of the plastic was contaminated with food residue and 
other waste, which costed more to clean and process into recycling than throwing 
it away in the trash. (NPR) Contamination of recycling isn’t the only issue that 
prevents recycling. Every time a piece of plastic gets turned into a new thing; the 
plastic degrades. Plastics that are reused cannot be used more than once or twice 
because of degradation. Processing recycling also costs more than when it is thrown 
in the trash. Producing new plastic is even cheaper. (NPR) Since the beginning of 
recycling starting in the 70’s, less than 10% of plastic have been recycled, even when 
China received our recycling. Most of it have ended up in landfills. (NPR) 

Apparently, this issue with processing recycling wasn’t a new discovery: the largest 
oil and gas corporations such as Exxon, Chevron, Aramco, Dupont, who manufacture 
materials to make plastic, knew that recycling was going to end up in landfill 
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anyway. National Public Radio found a 1974 speech by an industry insider that 
said: “There is serious doubt that recycling plastic can ever be made viable on an 
economic basis.” (NPR) Even though recycling plastic would be more costly than 
throwing it away, it came to be true that selling the idea that plastic was recyclable 
would be extremely profitable for the industry. Larry Thomas, former president 
of one of the most powerful plastic trade companies Plastic Industry Association 
said: “If the public thinks that recycling is working, then they are not going to be as 
concerned for the environment.” (NPR) led consumers to not feel as guilty buying 
more single-use plastic. The industries that manufacture plastic and recycling made 
billions of dollars through this tactic. (NPR)

In the late 1980’s to early 1990’s, it was becoming known that plastic was hurting the 
environment. Government initiatives and legislation were introducing regulations 
on plastic production in order to minimize it leaching into the environment. (NPR) 
Thomas called the executives at Dow Chemical, Dupont, Exxon, Chevron, Procter 
and Gamble and others to discuss the issue of how the products they produce are 
at risk of losing their profitability. Thomas’s coworker, Lew Freeman suggested in 
order to maintain the profitability of these corporations continuing making their 
plastic products is through advertising campaigns. (NPR) Through spending 50 
million dollars a year, the industry launched many advertisements that promoted 
the public to recycle. There were also many highly publicized corporate-funded 
recycling projects: Mobil set up a recycling facility in Massachusetts. Amoco set 
up a program to recycle plastic in New York Schools. Dow Chemical attempted to 
recycle plastic in United States national parks. However, all of these projects have 
fell short and did not last for more than a couple of years. Most of the projects also 
failed to turn recyclables into new things. (NPR)

The industry also succeeded to lobby in 40 states to mandate that the recycling symbol 
appear on all plastic, even if the plastic couldn’t be recycled. This led to consumers to 
believe that all forms of plastic are recyclable, which led to contamination of recyclables 
that were actually recyclable. (NPR) For recycling processing plants, the misuse 
of the recycling symbol has especially hurt their businesses because it costed them more 

money to sort through to determine what is recyclable and decontaminate it. (NPR)
The oil and chemical industries have manipulated the economy in order for it to 
be more economical and profitable to produce more plastic than have it recycled 
in order for them to keep selling their plastic-containing products. They have also 
created the problem of contamination of recycling because they had every plastic 
product marked as being recyclable, even when it was not. The reason they have 
done this, and continue to this day, because their business is to produce plastic and 
sell it in order to maintain their profitability.  
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How Sustainability Is              
Culturally Controversial 
Corporations and world governments, who gain economic power through these 
corporations, do not want to be sustainable. This is because the act of sustainability 
will undermine the global economy they constructed to benefit them and maintain 
power. Sustainability and environmental activists are routinely targeted and even 
killed all over the world as a result of them trying to protect the environment. 
(The Guardian)

In the United States, the Federal Bureau of Investigations have been targeting 
environmental activists and organizations in the 2010’s as being “potential domestic 
terrorists.” (The Guardian). The FBI started investigating activists and organizations 
during the oppositions to the Keystone XL pipeline on Indigenous American’s sacred 
land and overall expansion of fossil fuel production in North America. (The Guardian) 
Being investigated by the FBI can lead to local law enforcement to target individuals 
They can also be prevented to travel outside the U.S. (The Guardian) The FBI targeted 
one organization, Deep Green Resistance, by claiming them be an “extremist and 
violent organization”. However, these allegations are far from true. (The Guardian) 
The only reason why Deep Green Resistance was targeted because they actively 
opposed expanding fossil fuel infrastructure.

Since sustainability efforts will not be supported by corporations or governments, 
it is up to all of us as citizens of the planet to heal and protect our Earth. Those who 
value profit over people and the environment will try to suppress those efforts, however, 
that is not a reason to not to be sustainable. Humans in numbers are extremely 
powerful, even more so than the constructed monetary and cultural system that is 
in place right now. The more people are dedicated to protecting our mother Earth, 
the more we can change the economy, the culture, and ourselves, for the better. 
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One night over dinner, I had a conversation with my boyfriend, Austin, and two 
friends about the changing climate. Austin says: Did you know that most of the 
global emissions that is responsible for climate change is produced by corporations?” 
With a quick Google search, sure enough, it is true: 100 energy corporation are 
responsible for 71% of all industrial emissions, according to the Natural Resources 
Defense Council (NRDC).  

After learning about this fact, why would there be a point in living sustainably and 
limiting the waste we produce? That is the question one of my friends asked. 
“Afterall, the human race will eventually implode on itself because of how society 
is ran and how natural evolution works. Humans are parasitic in nature.” he said. 
“The human race will implode on itself because of how this society is ran”, my other 
friend stated back. “If we have a society that focuses on producing more sustainability 
and more ethically rather than focusing on maximizing profit, we can buy time. We 
don’t have to be parasitic.” My friend replied: How could we change? We are so 
reliant on this system. We need stuff like printing paper to print stuff on. Plastic is 
in almost everything we use, like computers, and we need to use these things.”

We were at a lost for words. How can we change when we are so reliant on industries 
to make stuff that we use every day? How can we change when our current capitalistic 
society literally runs on consuming and wasting? I have thought about these very 
questions daily ever since I became aware of much danger humanity and our Earth 
are in. 

Change Begins 
Within the Roots
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Change does not happen overnight; it is a slow process that begins within the roots 
and slowly grows until the change is noticeable. In that case, change begins within the 
individual. Before change begins, the person must ask two questions: “Do I accept 
the state of our current society and the fact that our Earth is dying? Or do I believe 
that the state of our current society is unacceptable because of the fact that the Earth 
is dying”? 

If we are complacent and compliant with our current society, things will not change. 
We will keep suffocating the Earth until she lets out her last breath, along with 
humanity. However, if we determine that we can’t allow society to destroy the Earth, 
then we will begin to change and uproot, one small step at a time.

Seeing The Bigger Picture

In order to change and uproot, we have to go outside of ourselves and look at the 
modern way of life as it actually is. In other words, we have to separate our ego 
from what we do in our day to day lives to look at situations objectively. This first 
step is the most important because it not only determines our perspectives, but it 
also determines our actions and behaviors. 

An intact ego makes everyday duties and experiences personalized and unique 
to us, and we solely focus on what we need to do to accomplish the day without 
thinking about the effects or consequences about our actions, because that is our 
job. A real life example is what I encounter as a graphic design major. When we 
build our visual concepts and process it into reality, we are taught to print out our 
projects several times to see how our projects look and work on paper. When I first 
entered the graphic design major, I didn’t think about how much I was printing 
and accumulating waste, because that was just a part of the process (and we were 
graded on it). My ego was intact in that scenario. After three years of being part 
of the major, I still print out my projects for proofing several times as part of the 

process (and it’s still graded). What is different this time is I am becoming more 
aware of how we work on our process as graphic design students is entirely wasteful. 
Every time I print something out, I imagine every tree being cut down in order to 
produce paper to print on. I imagine the amount of coal is being burned in order 
for paper mills to manufacture the paper. I also imagine how much air pollution is 
being produced as a result of manufacturing paper. When we separate our egos, 
everyday duties and experiences aren’t as personalized or unique. Our usual actions 
to achieve what is expected of us doesn’t seem as important or dire because we don’t 
just focus on ourselves, but also the bigger picture. Separating our egos shifts our 
attention to how we as individuals interact with the world, and how we affect it. 

Separating the ego will make us realize that everything is interconnected. The Earth 
works as a machine where physics, geology, biology, chemistry all work together in 
continuous interconnected cycles to make the Earth as it is today. One disruption in 
a cycle can be disastrous as it disrupts the delicate balance of Earth. This is why it is 
so important to understand that with every action results in consequences. Letting 
go of our egos makes it easier to see this interconnectedness because we can see beyond 
of what is in front of us in the present.

After letting go of our egos, it will be easier to break the unsustainable habits that 
we developed by being part of this society, and to form new habits that will benefit 
the planet and everyone. 
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While scrolling through his Instagram feed, Austin found out about a foraging 
class that was happening close by at Terra Farms in Spring Grove. He told me that 
it was organized by Forage Culture, an organization dedicated to educating people 
about foraging that he follows on Instagram. I thought it was a fun activity to do 
for a Saturday morning, and we both signed up.

On a crisp October morning, me and Austin drove to Terra Farms for the foraging 
class. We met with the instructor, Elisabeth, and the rest of the class at the farm’s 
beautiful flower field. Before we started foraging, Elisabeth explained the purpose 
behind foraging is to become aware of the surrounding environment and to form 
a connection with nature: “If you familiarize yourselves with the plants that grow 
around here, you will have a better understanding on how to take care of the 
environment”, she told the class. Elisabeth explained that foraging can be helpful 
for the environment if you forage non-native and invasive plants since they are 
detrimental to the local ecosystem. She also warns that foraging native plants could 
harm the environment if foraged too much, since it diminishes the natural diversity 
of the ecosystem. “If you do forage for native plants, I would only pick 20% of what 
you see in order for the plant to regenerate itself ”, she said. Elisabeth told us what 
plants we were going to be looking for: garlic mustard, frost grapes, autumn olive, 
black walnut, and yellow rocket. Most of these plants are non-native and all of 
them are invasive. 

The first plant we looked for was garlic mustard. Garlic mustard is characterized as 
having a kidney-shaped leaf with irregular edges, having a veiny texture, and having 
a strong, pungent smell that is similar to garlic. Originally from Europe and Asia, 
this plant has been brought by European settlers in the 19th century and is now 
heavily abundant in the understories of North American forests. This plant is 

Forage Culture
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incredibly invasive and damaging: “Not only do they succeed in competing with 
native plants, they also produce toxins that kill the natural fungi and other plants 
here.” Elisabeth explained. Garlic mustard greens are edible when raw, but Elisabeth 
suggested to cook them to minimize the pungent taste. She says she likes to throw 
garlic mustard greens into a stir-fry.

The next plant we looked for was frost grapes. Frost grapes are native and found 
throughout eastern and central North America. Although these plants are native, 
they are considered invasive. Frost grapes grow on a woody vine that covers trees, 
cutting the trees off from sunlight and killing them. The leaves of the plants are 
heart-shaped with three points. The vine is supported by tendrils that are present at 
every third leaf. The grapes are smaller than cultivated grapes, and are deep purple 
and round. The grapes are very sour because of its acidity, but when there are frost 
covering them, it sweetens the grapes. Elisabeth said that frost grapes are a good 
replacement for lemon juice in recipes, and also make great sauces for savory dishes. 

The next plant we looked for was autumn olive. Autumn olive is a tree that is native 
to Asia that was first planted in North America in the 1800’s for erosion control. 
However, autumn olive have since become invasive. Autumn olive rapidly spreads 
around the edges of forests, grasslands, and meadows, where it displaces native plants 
and changes the chemistry of the soil that makes it unfavorable for native plants to 
grow. You can easily identify an autumn olive tree by its leaves: it has pointy leaves 
that is shimmering silver in the back of each leaf. Autumn olive trees produce little 
red berries that have specks that resembles frost. The berries are sweet when tasted 
on their own. Elizabeth recommended to make autumn olive berries out of jam, or 
to eat them by itself as a snack.

The next plant we looked for was black walnut. Black walnut is a tree native to 
eastern North America, however they can become invasive. The tree produces an 
herbicide that kills off native plants that surrounding it. Also, they block sunlight 
from surrounding plants, inhibiting their growth. Black walnuts commonly grow 
to 50 feet, but some trees have been reported to grow over 100 feet. The leaves 
are small and pointy, and are fern-like. Black walnuts grow green fruit that fall in 

late summer through October. Inside the fruit contains the black walnut that is 
surrounded by a hard shell. To harvest, Elisabeth says to remove the outer fruit and 
the husks as soon as possible. The husks stain, so she advised to wear gloves. Next, 
she said to dry the walnuts well. After drying, the walnuts will be ready to be taken 
out of their outer shell. This part is a little difficult, but Elisabeth said that hammering 
the shell will effectively crack the shell. Afterwards, the shelled walnut will be ready 
to eat and put into recipes after a day of drying. Elisabeth also mentioned that the 
husks from the fruit makes a great natural dye because of its pigment and ability 
to stain.

The last plant we looked for was yellow rocket, also known as wild arugula. This plant 
is originally from Eurasia, they are an invasive plant that easily spreads to roadsides, 
grasslands, and forest edges. The leaves are round-shaped with two smaller round 
leaves at the base. From April to June, the plant grows yellow flowers. Elisabeth said 
the leaves of yellow rocket are great in salads or can be cooked into a stir-fry.

As we wrapped up the class, Elisabeth explained the idea behind Forage Culture: 
“It’s not just about foraging, but also the culture of foraging, because we aim to 
educate and share it with others in order for foraging to be part of the larger culture.” 
What she said resonated with me and reminded me about my belief in order to be 
more sustainable, we have to talk about it with others in order to popularize it.

Foraging is just one way to live more sustainably. There are plenty more avenues 
that an individual can follow to live just a little bit more green. 
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I try to live sustainably as much as possible. This means I avoid buying single-use 
plastic items, buying products for storage that are designed to be reusable, buying 
the amount of food I know I am going to eat and finish, reuse containers and jars 
from my groceries, recycle correctly, compost, and get clothes from hand-me-downs 

or thrift stores instead of buying new clothes. 

Shopping for Groceries
When shopping for groceries, I search for stuff that uses little to no plastic as much 
as possible. I try to find produce that does not use any packaging or wrappings, 
which usually indicates that the produce is locally sourced since plastic wrapping 
are used when produce is from elsewhere to protect it from transportation. Instead 
of putting the produce in the plastic bags that are scattered around in the produce 
section in the store, I just plop the produce straight in the shopping cart. I do not 
worry about my produce picking up germs while in the shopping cart because I wash 
the produce before I eat them anyway. I also do not limit myself getting produce 
only at grocery stores. There are a ton of farmer’s markets that sell fresh produce 
from local farms. Farmer’s markets do not have plastic wrapping on their produce, 
and they do not provide any grocery bags, so you will have to bring your own.

For other grocery items, I look for products that use glass instead of plastic. For 
jarred items like honey and peanut butter, I look for glass jars as opposed plastic jars. 

How I Aim 
to Be Green
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For items that are difficult to find without plastic, I try to find them in bulk or in 
the largest quantity as possible. Buying in bulk does not use as much plastic then 
continuously buying smaller quantities, and it saves trips to the grocery store. One 
of the places that I shop, Sonnewald, has the best bulk section that I ever seen. I buy my 
cereals and snacks in bulk there whenever I go. For milk, I buy a gallon as opposed 
to a half gallon from Perrydell Farm, a local dairy. For water, I fill a five gallon jug 
from a water dispenser at Wies as opposed to buying single-use plastic bottles.

I only buy the amount of food I know I am going to finish to avoid contributing to 
food waste. So, I only buy food in bulk that is not going to spoil easily, and I only 
buy perishable foods in the amount that Austin and I can finish. 

I also make sure to have reusable shopping bag totes when bagging and carrying my 
groceries instead of using the plastic bags they have at the store. However, due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic, some stores do not allowed to bring your own bags. When 
this is the case, I make sure to reuse the grocery bags or opt to bring my groceries to 
the car to bag them with my tote bags instead. 

Reusing 
Whenever I have bought plastic or glass from products at the store, I always try to find 
a way to reuse them. After being done with products that were in jars, I collect them 
to use for food storage. There are even uses from leftover plastic jugs and containers: 
Austin uses them to plant in and hold water for his plants. 

In our kitchen, we have several products for food storage that is meant to be reusable. 
As typical in other kitchens, we have Tupperware containers that is great for leftovers 
or having a meal on the go. But we also have reusable food cover wraps made from 
fabric and beeswax that has the same function of plastic wrap. (Bonus: the packaging 
that came with the reusable wraps came in a 100% recycled paper packaging with 

biodegradable cellulose!) We also have reusable bags to store snacks or leftovers too. 

Recycling
Reusing something recyclable, like jars, is always better than recycling because it 
will absolutely get another use. It’s not as likely that something recyclable will ever 
be recycled. Recycling should only be reserved for stuff that will definitely have no 
use anymore.

It’s true that most recycling does not ever get recycled. A lot of the problem is that 
there isn’t much information on how to recycle correctly. Because of the prevalence 
of the recycling symbol on virtually every piece of single-use plastic, most people 
assume that anything plastic can be tossed in the blue bin and it will be recycled. 

Many of us do not consider beyond tossing plastic in the blue bin. There are some 
plastics that cannot be easily recycled, if at all. In fact, about 69% of plastics that 
we use cannot be easily recycled. (Live Science) There is a way on how to figure 
out how whether a piece of plastic is easy to recycle, however: inside every recycling 
symbol on a piece of plastic has a number ranging from  to 7. The higher the number, 
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the least likely it can be recycled. Also, the amount of recycling a facility does depends 
on where you live. Some places recycle plastics that are up to 5, while some only 
recycle up to 2. So, it’s best to call your local facility to see what plastics they recycle. 
For York County, Pennsylvania, the only recyclables they recycle are 1 and 2.

Another factor is that recycling is often contaminated with non-recyclable trash 
and food residue from recyclables that haven’t been properly cleaned. It’s all too 
common to see trash being mixed in with recycling, partly because people do not 
know that it’s not recyclable. It’s also very common to see recyclables that still have 
food residue. Contamination of any kind could ruin an entire batch of recyclables. 
To avoid contamination, it’s very important to look for the recycling symbol and 
number, and also to thoroughly clean the recyclable before throwing it in the blue 
bin. If you are not sure whether something is recyclable or not, it is best to throw it 
in the trash. When in doubt, throw it out.

Composting
Composting is when organic matter and/or biodegradable matter decomposes. 
Compostable matter from the kitchen can be any inedible pieces of produce like 
banana peels and apple cores, food scraps, eggshells, and other biodegradable materials. 

There are two different ways to compost. The first way is to simply throw the 
biodegradable material outside. This method is the easiest way if you are on the go or 
live in a place with limited space. This method of decomposing is not good or bad for 
the environment because it will simply decompose over time until it’s gone. Just 
make sure to not throw anything near or on roads because animals may get attracted 
to it and get killed by traffic. The second method of composting is the best method 
for the environment, but it takes a little more effort and space to do. You will need to 
have a big bin set up outside to put all biodegradable materials in and mix it with 
soil. (You will definitely want to have a bin outside rather than inside because it 
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is smelly!) When everything in the compost bin decomposes with the soil, it will 
create nutrient-rich soil that is great for plants. If you don’t have enough outdoor 
space (like if you live in an apartment) to compost in this method but want to 
do it this way rather than the neutral way of composting, then you should put 
your biodegradable material in a container and keep it in the freezer (so it won’t 
stink up your place). There are some grocery stores, farmer’s markets, and other 
establishments that take people’s compost, so you are able to bring your compost 
there. Search online to find a place that are able to take compost.

Clothing
I avoid buying brand new clothes. This is because the production of clothing 
within fast fashion is terrible for the environment. Today, most clothes are made 
of polyester and acrylic, which are forms of plastic. (Medium) It takes 70 million 
barrels of oil to make polyester every year. Also, making polyester requires a lot of 
energy to produce, since it has to be heated to make, and also a lot water to cool 
it down. (Medium) After producing polyester, it is dyed that is toxic to all forms 
of life. Textile producers dump leftover dyes and wastewater from their factories 
into rivers and streams, which ends up polluting anything in its path. (Medium) 
The microplastics and dyes from polyester production end up in our water supply. 
(Medium) Not only that, but most of the clothes also produced are made in Asia 
because labor is cheaper there, however, the clothes then have to be transported to 
different parts of the world, which produce a lot of emissions. (Medium) The fast 
fashion industry frequently overproduces clothes and never makes it to the store. 
Instead of giving the overproduced clothes away to people in need, the clothes end 
up in landfills. (Medium) Polyester and acrylic is not biodegradable and cannot be 
recycled, so they just accumulate more waste. 

Most of my clothes in my closet are hand-me-downs and/or from a thrift shop. I 
have 4 sisters, which makes it easy for me to get new clothes from one of my sisters 

and also get rid of clothes and give it to one of my sisters. If no one wants a piece of 
clothing anymore, my family donates them to a charity that gives away clothes to 
people in need. If there are holes in a piece of clothing, we mend it with a needle 
and thread. We never throw out clothing unless it’s damaged beyond repair.

If I really want a new outfit to add to my closet, another option is going to a thrift 
shop or any other secondhand store. Buying clothes from a thrift shop gives clothes 
another life. There is a misconception that buying clothes from a thrift shop means 
that they won’t be in good condition because it’s “secondhand”. However, that is 
not the case. I have never found any article of clothing that was in terrible shape.

Having to transport goods from one place to another produces a lot of emissions. 
This is why it’s important to buy goods from local sources. This not only cuts down 
emissions from transportation, but it tends to be more ethically produced, too. 
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Buying produce and other groceries locally is important to be sustainable and equitable. 
When you go to a supermarket, many of the produce and groceries that are there are 
from other places in the world. Transportation by plane and/or truck is needed to 
transport the groceries to the supermarket. Planes and trucks emit emissions into 
the atmosphere. The longer the journey is, the more emissions planes and trucks 
emit in the atmosphere. Because non-local groceries are not eaten right away because 
they need to be transported, they lose quality and freshness. Sometimes, companies 
producing non-local groceries counteract the loss of freshness by adding preservatives 
to maintain freshness, which can be harmful to human health. In general, most 
products that are found in supermarkets are produced by large-scale operations 
that put an emphasis on quality, not quality.

The Truth Behind                      
Industrial Agriculture
In industrial farms that grow and sell crops, the most important aspect is to produce 
the most number of crops as possible. These establishments run on monoculture, 
which is planting the same crop on the same land year after year. Monoculture 
depletes soil nutrients because there is not enough plant diversity. This leads industrial 
farmers to add synthetic fertilizers to counteract the soil depletion, which further 
deplete soil nutrition in the long run. (NRDC) Monoculture also exacerbates soil 

Why It’s Important 
To Buy Local
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erosion because the land is left bare when it’s not the crop’s growing season. 
Monoculture also promotes pests because the pests will prey on a certain plant, 
and continuously growing the same plant will invite the pest to wait to eat that 
plant. (NRDC) To counteract the pest problem, industrial farmers spray toxic 
pesticides. Many commercial crops are genetically modified to withstand these 
pesticides, so industrial farmers will cover the land with pesticides. Other plants 
cannot withstand the pesticides, and they perish. This has a profound impact on 
the ecosystem, since the organism that eat plants that are killed by pesticides will be 
affected, and will have an overall effect on the food chain. (NRDC) The increased 
risk of soil erosion due to monoculture means that the fertilizers and pesticides on 
that land can enter a waterway during a rainstorm, which can pollute waterways 
and cause harmful algae blooms that suck up all the oxygen in the water which 
results in dead zones.

In the dairy industry, cows are commodities, not animals. Large-scale dairy operations 
also try to have as many cows as possible. From being born, calves are taken away 
from their mothers and separated. Male calves are killed as they have no use, while 
female calves are confined to tight quarters. Over 90% of cows are confined to a 
life indoors, while 60% of cows are tethered to a rope around their neck, restricting 
their movement. (Animal Equality) The female calves are fed a milk-replacer, as 
cow’s milk are sold off.  (Animal Equality) As cows reach sexual maturity, they are 
artificially inseminated and become pregnant every year in order to produce milk.  
Cows go through the cycle of becoming forcibly pregnant, giving birth, having 
their calf removed from them, and producing milk, until their mild production 
starts to decline. After that, they are killed. 

Dairy cows from industrial farms spend their entire lives in small quarters. Due to the 
cows being mistreated and being in small quarters all their lives make it a perfect 
breeding ground for bacteria. To compensate for these factors, industrial farmers 
feed the cows antibiotics. The overuse of antibiotics has led to the development 
of antibiotic resistant bacteria. The waste the cows produce contributes to the 
accumulation of methane, a potent greenhouse gas. Industrial farmers collect this 
waste and dump it over the fields, which leads to an excess of nutrients. The waste 
from the cows, which also contains antibiotics, erodes into waterways, which pollute 
the water and contribute to harmful algae blooms. (NRDC) Drinking water can also 
be contaminated, which can lead to humans be exposed to anything that was in the 
waste in the cow. The meat and poultry industry have the same practice as the dairy 
industry. Animals are crowded into a small space, and are mistreated, which leads 
to a greater chance of infection. They are given antibiotics to compensate for how 
they are treated, and the animal waste covers the land. 
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The Better Alternative is        
Buying Local
It’s a common misconception that going vegetarian or vegan is the only way to eat 
sustainably. That is not true. Vegetarian and vegan eaters can still eat unsustainably 
if they buy their groceries that is sourced from an industrial farm. 

It’s not what you buy, but where you are buying from. Buying groceries from local 
farmer’s markets and stores that sell local products is more sustainable in so many 
ways. It cuts the emissions that would be required to transport food if it’s not local. 
The local goods that you are getting from definitely has a smaller-scale operation, 
which means there is less pollution that is emitted. Local dairy and meat products 
come from actual farms that treats their animals humanely, which means it’s better 
quality. Not to mention, the people who run these small local businesses aim to 
serve their community, since they are a part of this community as well. When you 
buy from local businesses, you contribute to your local economy and make your 
community stronger. 

I don’t really shop at supermarkets anymore, and instead I shop at local businesses. 
Since I am in York County, Pennsylvania, I am surrounded by farms and markets. I 
get my produce from several different places that have been all grown within a 50 mile 
radius. None of the produce I eat contains any GMOs, herbicides, or pesticides.  I 
get my milk from Perrydell, a wonderful family-owned dairy down the street. The 
cows are free-roaming, eat grass all day, and are living a happy life. When I do eat 
meat, which is not often, I only get meat from local butcheries, like Locust Point. 
None of the meat I get contain antibiotics, and the animals are only treated with 
the upmost respect, as they are sacrificing their lives to human meals. 

At the end of this book I provided a list of local businesses that I shop at, along 
with additional information on how to live more sustainably.
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To whoever is reading this book, I want you to take away from this a little more 
knowledge about the ways we as a society are destroying the Earth. I also want you 
to know that there are ways we as a society can change in order to save our planet. 
Sustainability starts with self-awareness about the choices we make in our everyday 
lives that impact the planet. When one person starts to make different choices that 
benefit the planet, that encourages another to do the same. Eventually, everyone will 
catch on and start building better habits if the encouragement remains strong. 

If each and every one of us begins to change their habits to be more sustainable, we 
will save Earth and humanity as a whole. In numbers, people are more powerful 
than any established system. I hope I have encouraged you to change, and I hope 
you will pass on that encouragement. Together, we will save the planet.

Conclusion
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List of Local Places 
and Resources 
Education and Outreach 
Organizations
Forage Culture
https://www.forageculture.com/
717-423-3377

Lancaster Conservatory 
117 S. West End Ave, Lancaster, PA 17603
https://www.lancasterconservancy.org/
717-392-7891

Penn Environment
1429 Walnut St #1100, Philadelphia, PA 19102
https://pennenvironment.org/
215-732-5897

Pennsylvania Native Plant Society
P.O. Box 807, Boalsburg PA 16827
http://www.panativeplantsociety.org/

Pennsylvania Environmental Council
3915-917 Union Deposit Road, Harrisburg, PA 17109
https://pecpa.org/

Recycling and Composting
Pennsylvania Department of Recycling and Compost Facility 
Directory
https://recyclesearch.com/profile/padep-facility-directory

How To Recycle
https://www.recycleguide.org/how-recycle-dispose-rolloff-dump-
sters/

7 Tips to Recycle Better
https://www.earthday.org/youre-doing-it-wrong-7-tips-to-recycle-
better/

How to Compost at Home
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/07/828918397/how-to-compost-at-
home

Local Farmer’s Markets and 
Natural Groceries Stores
York Central Market 
34 West Philadelphia Street, York, PA 17401
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Open Tuesday, Thursday from 7am to 2pm and Saturday from am to 2pm

Penn Market
380 W. Market Street, York, PA 17401
Open Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday from 6:30am to 2:30pm

New Eastern Market
201 Memory Ln, York, PA 17402
Open Friday from 7am to 6pm

Leg Up Farmer’s Market 
3100 N. George St, York, PA 17406
717-893-5998

Allen Natural Foods
350 S. Richland Ave, York, PA 17404
717-845-8085

Sonnewald Natural Foods
4796 Lehman Rd, Spring Grove, PA 17362
717-225-3825

Local General Farms 
Sunnyside Farm
1865 York Rd, Dover, PA 17315

Flinchbaugh’s Orchard & Farm Market
110 Ducktown Rd, York, PA 17406
717-252-2540

Brown’s Orchards & Farm Market
8892 Susquehanna Trail S, Loganville, PA 17342
717-428-2036

Local Produce Farms 
Miller Plant Farm
430 Indian Rock Dam Road, York, PA 17403
717-741-2631

York Fresh Food Farms
150 Willis Rd, York, PA 17404
717-424-2813

Brogue Hydroponics
11620 Smith Hollow Rd, Brogue, PA 17309
717-927-9216

Siwik Produce Farm
13638 Lebanon Church Rd, Felton, PA 17322
717-495-4087

Good Keeper Farm
250 Old State Rd, Gardners, PA 17324
443-995-4088

Brabble Hill 
4024 Krebs Rd, Glen Rock, PA 17327
717-235-3984

Spiral Path Farm
538 Spiral Path Ln, Loysville, PA 17047
717-789-4433

Tulsi Fields Farm
50 Water Street Glen Rock, PA 17327
717-235-5918

Everblossom Farm
6363 Carlisle Pike, East Berlin, PA 17316
717-253-7797

Beshore Hill Farm
411 Gurtner Rd, New Cumberland, PA 17070
717-745-6471

Mad Radish Farm
1991 George St, Dover, PA 17315
443-643-5684

Earth Spring Farm 
366 Stought Rd, Carlisle, PA 17015
717-805-7778

J-Mar Farms
2306 S. George St, York, PA 17403
717-741-4767

Local Milk and Dairy    
Products
Apple Valley Creamery
541 Germany Rd, East Berlin, PA 17316
717-528-4520

Caputo Brothers Creamery
245 N. Main St #1, Spring Grove, PA 17362
717-739-1091

Country Sunrise Creamery
48 Mountain View Rd, Myerstown, PA 17067
717-679-3270

Perrydell Farm and Dairy
90 Indian Rock Dam Rd, York, PA 17403
717-741-3485

Local Meats
J.L. Miller Sons
490 Indian Rock Dam Rd, York, PA 17403
717-741-2431

Locust Point Cattle Company
3205 W. Canal Rd, Dover, PA 17315
717-308-7534

FoxWood Run Farm
225 E Butter Rd, York, PA 17404
717-814-8227

Local Flowers
Terra Farms
2605 Buffalo Valley Rd, Spring Grove, PA 17362
717-515-4145 
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